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Abstract

Sales of lithium-ion battery in Japan increased so sharply since the battery was on sale in 1992. ‘Dispersed-type Battery Energy
Ž .Storage Technology’ of New Sunshine AIST program have stimulated R&D of lithium batteries in Japan. In this project on lithium

Ž .batteries, Osaka National Research Institute ONRI plays a main role by coordinating the project from a neutral standpoint and
supporting it with a basic research for battery material. A research background for electrochemical devices and research activity in the
field of lithium battery at ONRI are introduced. Then, future prospect of a role of battery in a society in the next century is described
regarding to an ‘environment’ and ‘human being’. q 1999 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A remarkable trend in Japan which has taken place in
these 2 years is the dramatic widespread use of cellular
phones. At the end of April 1998, registered cellular
phones in Japan exceeded 33 million. This amounts to one
cellular phone for every four Japanese. What is especially
worth-mentioning regarding cellular phones is that the
loading ratio for lithium-ion batteries is almost 100% in
Japan. In other words, 25% of all Japanese people carry
Li-ion batteries every day.

Sales of Li-ion batteries have increased sharply since
w x1992, as shown in Fig. 1 1 . At present, although the

production number of nickel–metal hydride batteries is
still larger, sales of lithium-ion batteries overcame nickel–
cadmium and nickel–metal hydride batteries in 1995. Now,
except for lead–acid batteries, lithium-ion battery sales
account for no less than 50% of the total sales of sec-
ondary batteries. The production number of lithium-ion
batteries in 1997 corresponds to a purchase of more than
one battery for each citizen.

Lithium-ion battery usage is gradually spreading to
large-scale battery systems, like power sources for electric
vehicles and energy storage for load leveling. Electric
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vehicles, fuel cell vehicles, and hybrid vehicles with ad-
vanced batteries were among the first in the world to be
manufactured and sold in Japan. We even see some of
them running downtown. We can see an electric vehicle
loading lithium-ion battery like ALTRA EV manufactured

w xby Nissan Motor Co. 2 . This vehicle is put to lease.
The battery technology of Japan can be said to be one

of the most advanced in the world. At present, we are
developing a large-scale lithium battery system for electric
vehicles and energy storage. ‘Dispersed-type Battery En-

Ž .ergy Storage Technology’ in the NSS New Sunshine
program of the Japanese government, which started in
FY1992, has been stimulating R&D on large-scale battery
systems in Japan. This is one of the biggest and most
challenging programs in the NSS.

In this paper, the history of the National program in the
energy storage field and the present status of the present
program are explained, focusing on the role of the ONRI
Ž .Osaka National Research Institute , and then, what the
battery will be in the near future is described.

2. The history of ONRI in R&D on battery systems

Fig. 2 shows a ‘flow’ of research on electrochemical
devices over 20 years. Our institute has played an impor-
tant role in these projects with the ‘potential’ to research
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Fig. 1. A statistics of sales in the market of several kinds of batteries.

Fig. 2. Research programs on electrochemical devices at ONRI.

new materials. In this decade, we have two conflicting
goals: one, is an increasing demand for energy and the
other is maintenance of the environment. We became
conscious of the importance of a system in which these
two goals could be satisfied at the same time.

At present, large parts of manpower and budgets are
concentrated on batteries, especially lithium batteries. His-
tory of battery research is noted briefly as a background of
research on lithium batteries. Fifty years ago in 1948, we
began a study on mercury oxide batteries. Since then we
have continued to investigate the basic technology of
several kinds of batteries focusing on secondary batteries
as a national project and at the same time, we organized

Ž .various programs including EV electric vehicle battery
technology, in which the basic technology for advanced

Ž .electrochemical systems originated Fig. 3 . As an example
of EV research, we could introduce a hybrid vehicle with

Ž .hydrazine–air fuel cell and lead–acid battery Fig. 4 . This
hybrid car was manufactured and a fleet test was carried
out in our institute in a research program from 1968. We
are proud of this vehicle as a pioneer ‘ecological vehicle’.
Particularly from 1971, research on batteries for electric
vehicles started as a large-scale project. In this project,
more than five kinds of batteries, as shown in Table 1,
were developed and the possibility for their practical use
was explored. The technology that originated from this
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Fig. 3. Research programs in the past in battery field at ONRI.

program resulted in the establishment of some basic tech-
nology that has contributed to today’s battery technology.
In our institute, the potential for study on batteries like this

Žand potential for materials research oxides, carbon materi-
.als, metal hydrides, etc. lead to today’s research program.

In succession to it, aiming at energy conservation, ‘Re-
search on Advanced Battery Power Storage System’
Ž .FY1980–FY1991 was carried out focusing on Zn–Cl ,2

Zn–Br , Na–S, and redox-flow battery. As a result of2

Fig. 4. Hybrid vehicle manufactured in a research program from 1968.

Table 1
Goals and tested results of batteries in the research program ‘Develop-
ment of Batteries for EV’

Ž .Energy density W hrkg

Target Result

Ž .Lead–acid 30–50 40 0.3 C
Zn–air Over 80
Ž . Ž .Stationary 85.5 0.3 C
Ž . Ž .Circular 72.5 0.3 C

Ž .Fe–air Over 70 40 0.3 C
Ž .Fe–Ni 60 82.5 0.2 C
Ž .Na–S 85 90.5 0.2 C

implementation of such large-scale projects on power stor-
age system for more than 10 years, we have come to
recognize the necessity of advanced batteries with higher-
energy density for realization of more successful systems
for electric vehicles and power storage. At the moment this
program was finished, research on nickel–metal hydride
batteries, which was more promising among advanced
batteries, has been carried out from the 1980s. Nothing
other than the lithium battery, that could surpass the
energy density of the nickel–metal hydride battery, could

Ž .be found Fig. 5 . In those days, the lithium battery was
thought to have safety difficulties, however, safety prob-
lems were about to be solved by the application of the
carbon anode. Then it has just exceeded the level of
‘unuseful battery’. We believe it is our mission to scale-up
the lithium battery while simultaneously improving safety,
which was still difficult in private companies at that time.
Our institute plays an important role in the coordination of
the latest programs on several electrochemical device, and
of course, leading the research on lithium batteries mainly
in ‘Dispersed-type Battery Energy Storage Technology’,
which aims at battery scale-up. Our research activity for
the lithium battery including ‘Dispersed-type’ project is
introduced hereafter.

ŽFig. 5. Energy density of secondary batteries large-scale cell or module
.level .
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3. R&D for lithium batteries involving ‘Dispersed-type
Battery Energy Storage Technology’ project at Osaka
National Research Institute

Research organization of this project, which involves 11
major companies and three national institutes in Japan, is
shown in Fig. 6. These companies which actually manufac-
ture batteries or provide battery material are organized as

ŽLIBES Lithium Battery Energy Storage Technology Re-
. Žsearch Association . LIBES is entrusted by NEDO New

Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organiza-
.tion for R&D and evaluation of batteries. The current

status of battery manufacturers in detail is not discussed
here. Our research activities are mainly introduced here.
The National institute is responsible for improvement of
present problems and development of next generation bat-
teries by creating new material and elucidating mecha-
nisms of electrode material.

Osaka National Research Institute plays two main roles;
one is a coordination of research. From a neutral stand-
point as a government agency, we are concerned with
management of a society of research groups supporting the
project. It provides a place for exchanging information or
opinions to researchers in the battery field. The other, that

Ž .is more essential, is actual research Fig. 7 . A figure of
the battery that we aim at is a ‘practical’, ‘next generation’

battery in the case of scaling up. For this goal, we synthe-
sized new materials and investigated the mechanism of
electrode material involved in electrochemical reaction
w x3–25 . And then, we can continue to realize more reliable
batteries. In this case, we make much of difficult subjects
that are sometimes troublesome for private companies
because of a necessity of rather long research periods.
Briefly, two examples are refereed; one example is an iron
cathode material. We have investigated the possibility of
using iron compounds as a cathode in order to reduce the

w xcost of a battery 3–6,10,11 . The second example is a
lithium metal anode. After all, it should be an essential
solution for improvement of the energy density of batter-
ies. However, the prospects of it are still far from certain
even at present with some small breakthroughs resulting

w xfrom more than 40 years of research 26 .
In addition to these future technologies, we have contin-

ued to investigate mechanisms of electrochemical reaction
of the materials that have already reached production level,

w xsuch as carbon anode 17–21 , for the purpose of improve-
ment in both performance and safety.

4. Future prospects for the national project

As stated at the beginning of this article, the lithium
battery project has intensively stimulated and accelerated

Fig. 6. Research organization of ‘Dispersed-type Battery Energy Storage Technology’ project.
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Fig. 7. Research activity on lithium batteries at ONRI.

R&D and commercialization for a market of a power
sources for portable electric devices. Of course, this mar-
velous growth is the result of a great and untiring effort of
all companies involved in the lithium battery field. How-
ever, attention should be paid to the year corresponding to
the onset of sales of nickel–metal hydride and lithium-ion
batteries as shown in Fig. 1. This coincides with the
beginning of projects involving ONRI. In general, consid-
erably long periods are necessary for planning processes of
large-scale projects like this. We have continued to provide
‘a cue’ for a new generation battery to enter into the
market and then to increase its commercial importance. As
was already commented, in the 80 years since the Osaka
National Research Institute was founded, we have always
been contributing to create a new industry by starting
‘something new’ and stimulating a certain market. At the
present stage, some projects for the development of basic
technology of a new kind of battery are about to start in
parallel with ‘Dispersed-type Battery Energy Storage
Technology’, in preparation for the next large-scale pro-
ject. Entry of a new kind of battery in the market in the
near future could be expected.

An industrial society has been developing in which
‘environment’ and ‘human existence’ which should be
keywords have actually been given little consideration.
Regarding ‘environment’, it has been shown that a policy
for energy development should not ‘stand alone’ and that
the policy has to be eco-friendly; or play an active role to
maintain our environment. Batteries can be said to be a
‘key device’ for realization of these energy policy atti-
tudes. It is not too much to say that the success of the ideal
society or system depends on battery performance. A
typical example of this is an electric vehicle. The lithium
battery makes the EV practical by sufficiently extending
its navigable distance.

‘Human existence’ is an important keyword for our
institute, which is deeply concerned with the ‘environ-
ment’. Construction of a new society, free from the present
industrial society, in which science and technology for
better human life is essentially important, will be necessary
in the next century. In such a society, that is, a high-level
welfare society maintaining a high-level environment, elec-
trochemical devices will play a leading role and that we
can achieve no benefits without high-performance battery
systems. Then, how will the society be embodied? We,
along with our institute, have been looking for its solution
in our own way.
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